DAD… is our “friendly name” for the Digital Angle
Display. DAD replaces the old analog Angle Dial. We tested
for over a year, so we knew it was good –but after hearing
from faceters, we know it’s super!

Prize-winning faceter John Dyer is one reviewer. John wrote about practical concerns of a
professional cutter: Installation, Speed, Accuracy, Ease of Use. See our On-line Library for more.
A “scientific” review is provided by Brad Amos, an expert in optical instrumentation,
with a fascination in his hobby of gem faceting. He stated that his
analysis of DAD is from the standpoint of “What is the best engineering solution
for determining faceting endpoint?”

A Few Quotes From Faceters (emphasis in the quotes are ours):
“…I just cut and polished a synthetic sapphire in 1/3 the time it has been taking me. I really like how easy it is to set
the angle and then when I come back to polish I know for a fact it is exactly at the same angle that I cut it at. This new addon has really made a huge difference in my faceting already.”
“…the DAD is better than any unit I ever used… [it] is accurate in repeatability at anytime in the cutting procedure… The
instructions are excellent and easy…[it] took about five minutes to set-up… [I] hope this helps anyone whose been sitting on
the fence wondering about the DAD. I believe it’s worth every cent.”
“… DAD has made my faceting time more efficient and more enjoyable. I do both flat and concave faceting using the
UT head and consequently do a lot of angle adjustment when moving back and forth between bases. The DAD makes this a
lot quicker since it is far easier to read a digital read out than the older dial setup.”
“…just before removing a ruby from the dop, I noticed a microscopic zit on one of the facets. I was able to return to the
exact cutting angle at the same place on the dial and without any apprehension whatsoever was able to polish it away. The
DAD is simply put: incredibly accurate.”

Think about it …
0.01º accuracy and repeatability, fast to use, easy to read, reliable and repeatable … Are you
still “…sitting on the fence” wondering about the addition of a DAD ?!?

DAD Order Code: 1314.1
Price: $ 780
(It fits any Ultra Tec Mast ever sold- RH/LH)
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